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1.0. INTRODUCTION 
 
The update of this paper became necessary since straight truck PC-BRAKE AIR software 
programs discussed are now available free from our website.  The changes made discuss 
effective use and certain limitations of the computer software.   PC-BRAKE FACTOR 
(brake torque) and PC-BRAKE TEMPERATURE are also available free of charge. 
 
This paper presents our computer-based analysis of air brake system design and failure in 
accident causation.  The beginning of the underlying research and computer modeling 
goes back to the early 1970s involving a truck/trailer braking study conducted at the 
University of Michigan (Re 1). 
 
The specific objectives are to show the effects of basic brake system design components 
on braking performance including brake lockup, friction utilization and tandem 
suspension dynamics, as well as to provide the computer software tools to analyze drum 
brake designs or brake factor, brake adjustment, defective or worn brake linings, brake 
temperature effects on brake adjustment and torque fade, and the inter-axle load transfer 
of the three commonly used tandem axle designs, namely air springs, walking beam, and 
leaf spring suspensions. 
 
Each brake can be analyzed individually in terms of brake components, brake factor, 
brake temperature fade, and tire-road friction utilization, that is, individual brake/wheel 
lockup.  It is well known that friction utilization is a design certification requirement for 
manufacturers to achieve.  On the other hand, it is the tool allowing prediction of 
individual brake lockup, that is, an accurate accident scene brake mark interpretation and 
brake accident causation analysis.   
 
An important element of wheel lockup is the dynamic normal load carried by each 
individual wheel during the braking process.  Consequently, overall load transfer onto the 
front axle, as well as individual inter-tandem axle load-transfer as a function of vehicle 
deceleration has to be part of the systems analysis.  The reader is reminded that a typical 
feature of the standard leaf spring tandem suspension is the significant decrease of 
dynamic axle load of the forward tandem axle during maximum decelerations.  Under 
extreme conditions the axle may lift off the ground causing the theoretical traction 
coefficient to become infinite.  Special provisions are made in the software to address this 
limiting condition, should it occur.    
 
2.0. BASICS OF COMPUTER MODELING 
 
The fundamentals are extremely simple in terms of the algorithm (Re. 2 and 3).  The 
brake line pressure is initialized let’s say starting at 5 psi increasing in steps of 10 psi 
until 115 psi.  The brake line pressure at different axles may be changed by valves, such 
as limiting or proportioning valves in relationship to the pressure at the foot valve.  The 
brake line pressure is used in the brake torque or braking force equation (Re. 2) under 
proper considerations of basic brake components, adjustments, and brake fade for each 
individual brake. The summation of all braking forces per braked wheel yields the 
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deceleration of the vehicle based on its weight.  The deceleration computed for a 
particular brake line pressure is then used to compute the different dynamic axle loads for 
specified axle geometries and vehicle weight configurations. 
 
2.1. COMPUTATION OF BRAKING FORCE 
 
The brake factor BF is defined by the ratio of total drum or rotor friction drag force Fd to 
the application force Fa of one shoe or pad.  Stated differently, the brake factor is the  
drum or rotor friction drag force per one pound of shoe application force, that is, 
 
                                          BF = Fd/Fa                                                                         (1) 
 
Solving Equation for drum drag yields: 
 
                                            Fd = Fa (BF); lb                                                                (2)  
 
Equation 2 is the fundamental relationship for computing the braking force of a brake, 
and hence, braking effectiveness of the brake system of a vehicle. 
 
The braking force produced by the brake at one wheel between one tire and roadway is 
computed by: 
 
                               Fx = (pl – p0) Ac (BF) ηm ρ fa fF (r/R); lb                                        (3) 
 
Where:  Ac    = Brake chamber size (area), in2  
              BF  = Brake Factor of wheel brake 
              fa      = Push rod travel adjustment factor 
              fF      = Brake temperature fade adjustment factor 
              pl    = Brake line pressure at wheel brake, psi 
              p0    = Push-out pressure, psi 
              r      = Drum or effective rotor radius, in. 
              R     = Tire radius, in.      
              ηm    = Mechanical efficiency of wheel brake 
              ρ     = Mechanical gain of brake apply mechanism 
 
The application force Fa against the tip of the brake shoe is from Equation 3: 
 
                              Fa = (pl – p0) Ac ηm ρ fa ; lb                                                             (4) 
 
The brake design engineer is mostly concerned with brake chamber size, brake factor 
(type of brake and lining or pad friction coefficient), brake line pressure (valves), and 
mechanical gain (cam radius and slack adjuster length).  The accident reconstructionist, 
for a given brake system geometry, deals mostly with the adjustment factors and different 
lockup sequences which all are part of the software program.   When brake lock occurs, 
the braking force at that wheel is computed by the product of dynamic normal force and 
tire-road friction coefficient.   
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2.1.1 PUSH ROD FORCE 
 
The push rod force of the brake chamber is computed by the product of (pl – p0) Ac.                                
The brake chamber area is directly related to the size of the brake chamber.  For example, 
a brake chamber Type 30 has a nominal diaphragm area of 30 in2 for a push rod travel 
less than the critical value Sc. Beyond the critical travel the diaphragm area decreases, 
and hence, the effective push rod force decreases accordingly. The following table 
provides guidelines for push rod travel. 
 
                                       PUSH ROD TRAVELS and LIMITS  
 
      Chamber Type          Rated Travel         Re-Adjust Travel       Critical Travel 
             (in2)                          (in)                           (in)                            (in)   
           9, 12                          1.75                         1.375 (1-3/8)              1.20 
       16, 20, 24                      2.25                         1.75                            1.75 
      20L, 24L, 30                  2.50                          2.0                             2.0 
       24L3, 30L3                    3.0                           2.5                             2.5 
             36                             3.0                           2.25                           2.25  
 
For push rod travels less than the critical value the push rod force is approximately 90% 
of the average maximum force.     
 
The effective push rod travel Se for an S-cam brake is the travel that actually existed at 
the time of the accident or vehicle testing.  For brakes, operating at an elevated 
temperature due to prior braking, the thermal expansion of the brake drum requires an 
increased push rod travel for the brake linings to contact the drum.  If the brake 
adjustment measurements were obtained with hot brakes immediately after the accident, 
which is rarely the case, thermal drum expansion is included in the accident scene data 
collection.  When push rod travel is measured for cold brakes, thermal expansion must be 
considered in the input data analysis.  
 
The straight-line idealization of the pushrod force, and hence, adjustment factor fa, as a 
function of pushrod travel is shown in Figure 1.  All brake push rod travels used in the 
computer analysis are identified in Figure 1.  The adjustment factor fa ranges between 0 
for a completely ineffective brake due to excessive push rod travel (Seffective => Smax) to 1 
for an effective push rod travel less than the critical one (Seffective =< Scritical).  
 
The temperature fade factor fF takes into consideration the decrease in lining-drum 
coefficient of friction, and hence, reduction of brake factor.  It is based on published test 
results.  The reader is reminded that in-stop fade of drum brakes may vary depending 
upon particular brake lining characteristics.  Brake fading of truck disc brakes is 
generally not a significant issue in single stops from highway speeds.  When designing a 
brake system for a truck, it may be wise to select the brake system components to match 
the brake factor of a wheel brake with a thoroughly “known” brake lining material 
exhibiting superior friction, wear, fade and noise characteristics.       
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2.1.2. BRAKE FACTOR 
 
The brake factor BF is defined by the ratio of total drum drag divided by the application 
force against the tip of one brake shoe.  The brake factor equations for most drum brake 
designs are shown in Re.2.  The typical S-cam brake is of the leading-trailing shoe 
design, however modified by the particular application force of the S-cam design (Re. 4).  
 
PC-BRAKE FACTOR software computes the brake factor of many different drum brake 
designs.  Brake factor computer software input and out put diagrams are illustrated for a 
typical S-cam-brake design in Figures 2 and 3.  The green line represents the total brake 
factor of the leading-trailing S-cam brake.  For example, for a lining-drum friction 
coefficient of 0.35, the brake factor BF = 1.64.  If a detailed inspection of the subject 
vehicle brake system would reveal that the leading shoe of a particular brake were 
excessively worn with metal rivets contacting the drum swept surface, then using 0.2 
(instead of 0.35) for that shoe as illustrated in Figure 4 yields an effective brake factor of 
only 1.19 to be used in the braking analysis. 
 
Class 8 vehicles typically used two brake blocks per one shoe while smaller vehicles use 
a single brake lining per brake shoe.  The nominal brake block or lining-to-drum friction 
coefficient is determined by SAE J661 test procedure.  The specific friction class is 
designated by two letters where the first represents “cold” friction (200 deg F), the 
second “hot” friction (600 deg F).  The following ranges exist: D: 0.150 to 0.250; E: 
0.251 to 0.350; F: 0.351 to 0.450; G: 0.451 to 0.55o, and H > 0.550.   Premium materials 
are designed for heavy duty operations.  The lining edge code identifies the manufacturer, 
the formula code, and the two friction codes (Re 5).  
 
2.1.3.   MECHANICAL GAIN     
   
The mechanical gain computes the lever ratio between the push rod force and the S-cam 
force pushing against the tip of the shoe. For a wedge brake the gain is related to the 
wedge angle. The mechanical gain also reminds the reader that a typical air brake system 
is basically an air-over-mechanical system.  Maintenance problems of air brake systems 
usually are concerned with the mechanical rather than the air pressure components.  
Mechanical systems that transmit forces and motions must be regularly inspected and 
maintained, including automatic slack adjusters, required by FMVSS 121 since 1993.    
 
For drum brakes the mechanical gains are determined by S-cam radius and slack 
adjusters length, or wedge angle.  For example, for a standard S-cam brake the 
mechanical gain ρ is computed by ρ = lS/(2lc) where lS is the slack adjuster arm length 
and lc the cam radius.  For air disc brakes the gain is a function of the particular 
mechanical system used including slack adjuster length. 
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American foundation brake manufacturers specify the AL factor which is the product of brake 
chamber area and slack adjuster length for a specific axle load rating.  For example, an AL factor 
of 180 means a slack adjuster of 6 in. for a brake chamber size of 30 in2.       
    
2.1.4. BRAKE TEMPERATURE  
    
The computation of brake temperature can involve lengthy mathematical equation with several 
parameters not easily determined.  One of those “difficult” parameters is the convective heat 
transfer coefficient, that is, how much heat is removed from the drum or disc by convection, and 
radiation and conduction at elevated temperatures.  In our computer software calculations we 
will compute the maximum increase in brake temperature of the swept drum surface before the 
heat flux has penetrated to the outside cooling surface of the drum.  In case of drum brakes, 
surface cooling only occurs after the temperature of the cooling surface has increased above the 
ambient temperature.  The heat penetration time is only a function of the drum thickness and 
thermal diffusivity of the drum material (Re. 2).  For a typical heavy truck 16.5 in. diameter 
drum geometry and material the heat flux penetration time is approximately 8 seconds.   The 
stopping time from a speed of 70 mph and maximum deceleration of approximately 0.5 to 0.6g 
ranges between 5 and 6 seconds.  Consequently, the particular braking maneuver under 
consideration will not increase the outside drum surface above its initial temperature.   A typical 
swept surface temperature response as a function of time obtained with PC-BRAKE 
TEMPERATURE is illustrated in Figure 5.  Inspection of Figure 5 shows that the surface 
temperature achieves a maximum at the midpoint of the braking time at approximately 520 deg. 
F and 2.3 seconds.   
 
The heat flux for a specific brake is a function of the brake force distribution for each individual 
brake (BD), that is, what percentage of total braking energy is converted into heat by a particular 
brake, vehicle weight, speed, vehicle deceleration and grade (if any), and size of brake (swept 
surface area of entire wheel brake).  However, since the thermal expansion of the drum is based 
on the assumption of uniform temperature through the drum thickness, the computer software 
will only use one half of the calculated braking drum surface temperature as input data in the 
calculation of the effective push rod travel.   Furthermore, since the swept drum surface 
temperature is a function of the actual heat flux into the drum, 80% of the total heat generated is 
estimated to be absorbed by the drum.  The remaining 20% are conducted into the brake lining 
material (Re. 2). 
 
For continued braking, the drum temperature analysis is mathematically straight- forward, 
however, some of the input data are difficult to determine.  At elevated brake temperatures 
significant portions of the frictional heat generated are conducted into surrounding metal 
components such as wheel hub, bearings, bearing cooling oil, that is, the “heat sink” is increased, 
and the convective cooling surface is increased.  A typical temperature response of the “lumped” 
formulation brake drum obtained with PC-BRAKE TEMPERATURE software is illustrated in 
Figure 6.  The underlying data in Figure 6 involve a vehicle weighing 26,000 lb traveling at a 
constant speed of 30 ft/sec on a downgrade of 7%.  After continued braking for 0.2 hours (12 
minutes), the brake temperature is approximately 630 deg. F.   The brake drum and brake lining 
of a trailer involved in a run-away accident are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Inspection reveals signs of extreme brake temperatures with bluing of the drum and 
disintegration of the lining surface.  The brakes simply overheated and lost their ability to 
produce brake torque.  The brake temperature is estimated to have exceeded 1000 deg. F.    
 
Based upon published data (Re 6), brake torque decrease in percent as a function of brake 
temperature for S-cam brakes is as follows: 200 deg F: 1%, 400 deg F: 4%, 600 deg F 11%.  This 
finding can be expressed by an empirical relationship for temperatures greater than 200 deg F as: 
                                                fF  = 1.07 – 0.0003 TB                                                    (5) 
 
Equation 5 does not apply to disc brake pad materials.  Equation 5 is used to calculate brake 
torque fade in the computer software.  Readers are reminded that fade characteristics of linings 
may vary greatly with temperature.  Any brake block or lining material has an upper temperature 
limit beyond which brake torque decreases rapidly while brake wear increases.  In many cases, 
careful brake burnishing will not regenerate the brake lining.  An in-depth discussion on “green” 
and burnished brake lining materials and the effects of temperature on brake fade is presented in 
Re. 7. Average non-faded lining-drum friction coefficients are approximately 0.35.  
 
For repeated braking with non-uniform duty (heating and cooling) cycles as well as complicated 
brake geometry including brake drum or rotor, hub, bearing, spindle, and lubricating oil 
temperature analysis a finite difference temperature analysis should be carried out (Re. 2). 
 
2.1.5. DYNAMIC AXLE LOADS          
   
The dynamic front and rear axle loads for the two-axle straight truck are calculated by (Re 2):  
 
                                 Fz1 = (1 - ψ + χa)W; lb                                                                  (6) 
 
                                 Fz2 = (ψ − χa)W; lb                                                                       (7) 
 
where:    ψ   = Fz2sttic/W 
               χ    =  hcg/L 
               hcg   = center-of-gravity height, in. 
               L    = wheel base, in. 
                 
Equations 6 and 7 represent straight lines, that is, the normal forces are linear functions of 
deceleration a.   
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2.1.6.  BRAKING TRACTION COEFFICIENT 
 
The traction coefficient is simply a theoretical number, calculated by dividing the braking force 
acting between the tire and the road, by the normal force acting between the tire and the ground.   
For example, the traction coefficient of the left front wheel is computed by: 
 
                                                    UT1L = Fx1L/(0.5Fz1) 
 
where Fx1L is the braking force produced by the brake system for the driver-generated brake line 
pressure, and Fz1 the normal force on the front axle existing for the given loading and 
deceleration.  The braking force is calculated by Equation 3.  As long as the braking force is 
small, the traction coefficient will be small.  As braking force increases due to increased brake 
line pressure, the traction coefficient will increase, and then particularly for axles that experience 
a decrease in dynamic axle load during braking.  Once the traction coefficient will be equal to or 
greater than the existing tire-road friction coefficient, the brake will lock, and that particular tire 
(or tires) will slide.      
 
For a two-axle truck the rear normal forces will decrease with deceleration.  The decelerations 
and loading conditions generally are such that the rear normal force will not be less than zero, 
and hence, the traction coefficient will always assume finite values.  For certain tandem rear axle 
design one of the rear axle formal forces may become zero, causing the traction coefficient on 
that wheel/axle to become infinite. Special provisions are placed into the software to account for 
that situation.   
                  
2.1.7. BRAKING EFFICIENCY 
 
Braking efficiency is defined as the maximum wheels-unlocked deceleration a particular vehicle 
geometry and weight configuration can achieve for a given tire-road friction coefficient.   For 
example, the braking efficiency of the left front wheel is computed by: 
 
                                                      E1L = a/UT1L   
 
Once a particular brake locks, the software will ignore any increase in brake line pressure to that 
brake, and will compute the particular braking force solely based on the tire normal force and 
tire-road friction coefficient.   Braking efficiency values indicate which axle or individual 
brake/wheel will lock for a specified tire-road friction coefficient.  Values greater than unity 
indicate under-braking, meaning insufficient brake torque to achieve lockup. 
 
2.1.8. ADHESION UTILIZATION 
 
The adhesion utilization is identical to the braking efficiency concept, except it relates the tire-
road friction coefficient to the associated deceleration at the moment of brake lockup.  At the 
moment of brake lockup the traction coefficient is equal to the tire-road friction coefficient.  The 
result is plotted in terms of tire-road friction coefficient on the y–axis, and vehicle deceleration 
on the x-axis.    
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Brake system certifications require performance levels in terms of specified tire-road friction 
coefficient ranges.   The regulations generally require that the traction coefficients of the front 
axle exceed those of the rear axle for decelerations between 0.15 and 0.8, meaning that the front 
brakes lock before the rear brakes, and that the traction coefficients of the rear axle are less than 
(a + 0.07)/0.85.   These measures are intended to prevent spinning of the vehicle due to pre-
mature rear brake lockup.                                                                                                                                   
 
2.1.9.   TRUCK TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
 
In the design of a braking system of a motor vehicle the engineer usually chooses an upper and 
lower tire-road friction coefficient and optimizes the brake components in order to achieve 
maximum wheels-unlocked deceleration over the range for the lightly and laden vehicle 
condition.  Braking regulations in many cases specify the friction range.  Testing for braking 
effectiveness requires accurate information about the existing tire road friction coefficient.  This 
brings to mind tractor-trailer testing conducted on an inactive military airport runway.  For the 
empty trailer the average deceleration measured were as high as 0.80 to 0.83g from 50 mph on 
dry surface.  For the loaded trailer the average decelerations ranged as high as 0.63g.   Skid 
testing with a 2004 GM Malibu on the same roadway yielded an average deceleration of 1.1g.  
The apparent reason for the high decelerations was caused by extremely aggressive aggregates 
found in the runway surface. 
 
The following data may be used if no case-specific data are available at a brake line pressure of 
115 psi, that is, maximum brake pedal effort: Wet asphalt: 0.4 to 0.5; dry asphalt: 0.55 to 0.7.    
   
3.0. VEHICLE STOPPING DISTANCE 
 
3.1  AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM VEHICLE DECELERATION 
 
The decelerations calculated by the computer program are maximum values based upon system 
parameters and a particular brake line pressure.  Brake system time delays as well as brake 
torque buildup time are not considered.  Based upon the deceleration as a function of time 
illustrated in Figure 9, the average deceleration as a function of time from the moment of brake 
pedal application to begin of brake torque rise can be computed by: 
                                 aaverage = amax/(1 + 44amax(ta + tb/2)/V); g                                          (8) 
 
where:  amax = maximum deceleration for a given brake line pressure, g 
             ta       = application time required for brake line pressure to reach brake chamber, s 
             tb      = time required for foundation brake to reach maximum brake torque, s 
                        
For example, for a maximum deceleration of 0.68g, an application time of 0.4 s, a brake torque 
buildup time of 0.3 s, and a speed of 70 mph (102.6 ft/s), the average deceleration is 0.568g.  
Consequently, the vehicle travels a distance from the moment of pedal apply (paint gun marks 
pavement) to the point where it stops of: 
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S = V2/((2)(32.2)aaverage) = 287.7 ft                                          (9) 
 
Equations 8 and 9 have proven to be reasonably reliable “predictors” of average deceleration and 
vehicle stopping distance.   Braking test devices (such as G-Analyst, Vericom Computers) used 
for measuring braking performance measure deceleration.  The data are integrated to obtain 
speed and stopping distance.   The results are shown in terms of peak and average deceleration, 
stopping time from begin of deceleration to stop, and stopping distance. 
 
4.0. BRAKE SYSTEM ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS 
 
4.1. TWO-AXLE TRUCK 
 
4.1.1. BRAKE SYSTEM IN EXCELLENT MECHANICAL CONDITION 
 
DESIGN DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT  
 
The design input and output data are shown on the DESIGN DATA entitled RUN1.  The total 
weight is 36,000 lb, the front and rear static axle loads are 12,000 and 24,000 lb, respectively.  
The tire road friction coefficient is 0.7.  The tire-road friction coefficient  
(f = 0.7) is not used anywhere in the calculations shown in the DESIGN DATA.  Consequently, 
the calculated data shown in DESIGN DATA do not analyze wheel lock. The deceleration 
calculated at 115 psi represents the maximum deceleration based on brake torque, and not tire 
road friction coefficient.      
 
The calculated maximum swept surface temperatures of the brake drums are shown, for example 
676 oF for the front axle.  Only approximately one half of that value or 336 oF is used as input 
data for Braking Temperature in the DESIGN DATA for the front brakes.   For calculated swept 
brake surface temperatures of 400 oF or less, use 200oF as input data.  
 
A brake line pressure of 115 psi was used in the DESIGN DATA to simulate maximum braking 
effectiveness with good foundation brakes, yielding a maximum deceleration of 0.74g.  The 
average deceleration is 0.61g based upon a speed of 80 ft/s, a pressure rise time of 0.40 s, and 
torque build-up time of 0.30 s.   The associated stopping distance is 164 ft.  The stopping 
distance of 164 ft and associated deceleration of 0.74g can only be achieved if no wheel lockup 
occurs, that is, the tire-road friction coefficient is artificially large.  For normal tire-road friction 
coefficients where wheel lockup may occur, the individual traction coefficients are analyzed in 
the TABLE DATA OUTPUT section to determine the maximum deceleration achieved under 
rear world operating conditions.      
 
If the velocity input data of 80 ft/sec had been higher or lower, the calculated brake temperature 
in the DESIGN DATA would have changed accordingly.   The brake temperature input data of 
336 Fo on the front and 406 Fo on the rear axle are approximately one half of the maximum brake 
temperatures at the swept surface areas of 676 and 814 oF calculated by the computer program. 
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TABLE DATA OUTPUT 
 
The particular brake test or accident reconstruction is analyzed in RUN 2, TABLE  DATA  
OUTPUT (Tables 1 through 4).    In RUN 2 we set the Starting Brake Line Pressure equal to the 
push-out pressure of 5 psi.   Using a Starting Brake Line Pressure equal to the push-out pressure 
causes the TABLE DATA OUTPUT calculations to begin at zero braking force, resulting in 
charts to have their origin at zero.      
 
Inspection of the data shown TABLE DATA OUTPUT (Tables 1 through 4) reveals the 
following:  
 
Table #1 shows the braking forces entirely based upon brake line pressure.  For example, at a 
brake line pressure of 75 psi the right brake of axle 2 (rear axle) produces a braking force of 
4959 lb.  A tire-road friction coefficient input of 0.7 was in the DESIGN DATA although it was 
not used in the calculation of any of the output data in the DESIGN DATA output section.  Table 
#2 reveals what is happening in the particular test or accident with a realistic tire-road friction 
coefficient of 0.7.   Table #2 shows the different output data for brake line pressures between 5 
and 115 psi.  No front brake line pressure limiting or rear axle proportioning valves are 
considered.   The maximum deceleration is 0.65g at a brake line pressure of 115 psi.    
 
Inspection of the individual traction coefficients (Table 3) reveals that the front axle is under-
braked at 115 psi, meaning the front traction coefficient of 0.60 is less than the tire-road friction 
coefficient of 0.7.  This observation is also verified by a maximum deceleration of 0.65g at 115 
psi (Table 2).  The front brakes could utilize more brake torque to achieve lockup at 115 psi 
brake line pressure.  The rear brakes are locked between 85 and 95 psi as indicated in Table 3 by 
the rear traction coefficient increasing from 0.65 to 0.70.  Consequently, a maximum 
deceleration of 0.65g should be used in connection with speed computations based on rear axle 
skid or ABS control marks.  The front brakes do not lock indicated by a front traction coefficient 
equal to 0.60 (less than the tire road friction coefficient of 0.7) at 115 psi brake line pressure.  
The deceleration as a function of brake line pressure may be obtained by tapping the “a v. pl” tap 
at the bottom of the screen.  The change in slope of the deceleration line is caused by locking of 
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the rear brakes, and hence, decreased rear braking force at a brake line pressure greater than 
approximately 85 to 95 psi.   
 
If the point of rear brake lockup must be determined more accurately, rather than just stating rear 
brake lockup occurs between 85 and 95 psi, Starting Brake Line Pressure in the DESIGN DATA 
can be put at 85 psi with the Pressure Interval at 1 psi.  Inspection of Table 3 associated with this 
pressure interval would reveal rear brake lockup (where the rear traction coefficient equals the 
tire-road traction coefficient of 0.7) at a brake line pressure of approximately 92 psi.  
 
In order to obtain the braking efficiencies and tire-road friction utilizations, the tire-road friction 
coefficient in DESIGN DATA was (artificially) set at 1.2 (or higher).  The braking efficiencies 
of front and rear axle brakes are illustrated.   Only values less than unity apply.  At low tire-road 
friction coefficients less than approximately 0.1 to 0.2, the front brakes lock first, for greater 
values the rear brakes will lock first.    
 
4.1.2. UNSAFE BRAKE CONDITIONS      
 
Consider the following accident data.  A loaded two-axle dump truck weighing approximately 
38,000 lb with a static axle load front of 13,000 lb and rear of 25,000 lb, a wheel base of 216 in., 
and an estimated center-of-gravity height of 82 in. laid down right rear dual tire solid skid marks 
of 98 ft.  Immediately, prior to the accident, the dump truck had been picking up garbage in a 
residential area in stop-and-go travel.  Approximately one minute after picking up the last load, 
the truck was involved in a pedestrian accident in a residential area with a legal speed limit of 25 
mph.  The level roadway was dry and free of any debris.  No apparent air leaks were found.  The 
push rod-to-slack adjuster angle was near 90 degrees for all brakes.   The pedestrian was hit 
approximately 75 ft from the beginning of right rear tire skid mark and killed by being run-over 
by the right front tire.  A drag boot was used to obtain a probable road friction coefficient of 0.6.  
 
Question: Did the mechanical condition of the brake system cause the pedestrian impact due to 
ineffective brakes? 
 
When measuring pushrod travel, it is important to determine at what brake line pressure the 
measurements were obtained.  The higher the pressure, the closer the travel is near or at its 
maximum value.  In some case, incorrectly low travel data may have been collected by use of a 
craw bar and manual effort.   
 
The investigating officers determined the following vehicle S-cam drum brake data at a brake 
line pressure of 100 psi: 
 
                                                            Front Brakes                Rear Brakes 
 
           Chamber Type                                20                                  30 
           Slack Length                                 5.0 in.                            5.5 in 
           Push Road Travel                 L: 1.2 in.; R: 1.8 in.       L: 2.35 in; R: 1.0 in.           
           Other Notes:                          R: lining/drum fully  
                                                         soaked with grease 
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A brake factor BF = 0.4 was estimated from Figure 3 for a lining-drum friction coefficient of 
0.10 for oiled linings and drum swept surface. All other input data are shown in DESIGN DATA 
entitled RUN 4.  An initial brake temperature estimate of 220, 200, 200, and 310 oF for the 
respective brakes was made based upon the measured push rod travel measurements and initial 
brake temperature calculations.  The initial speed of 45 ft/sec as input data in DESIGN DATA 
was estimated based upon measured skid mark length of 98 ft and an estimated average 
deceleration of 0.3g.  
Inspection of the results reveals that the friction utilizations of the oil-soaked right front and out-
of adjustment left rear brake will only reach 0.11 and 0.14, respectively (Table 3). 
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This finding indicates that these brakes are significantly under-braked, that is, they do not 
produce their manufacturer-intended share of braking effectiveness.  Just prior to lockup of the 
right rear brake at brake line pressure between 75 and 85 psi, the left rear brake contributes only 
approximately 8%, the right front brake only 6% to the total braking effort (Table 4).    When a 
detailed analysis is carried out between brake line pressures of 75 to 85 psi with 1 psi interval 
pressure, it can be shown that the right rear brake will lock at a brake line pressure of 76.7 psi or 
approximately 77 psi at a deceleration of approximately 0.30g.    
                                                     
At a maximum brake line pressure of 115 psi the associated deceleration is approximately 0.36g 
as shown in Table 2.   For a right rear tire skid mark of 98 ft, the speed is at least  29.7 mph at 
begin of the skid mark, based on a deceleration of 0.30g (assuming the driver held the brake line 
pressure at 77 psi after he noticed the first wheel lock), or 32.5 mph with a deceleration of 0.36g 
(assuming the driver applied maximum pedal force as quickly as possible).    
   
With properly maintained brakes, however including the associated temperature-fade, both rear 
brakes will lock at a brake line pressure of approximately 68 psi based on a detailed analysis at a 
deceleration of 0.47g.  The front brakes are still slightly under-braked at 115 psi, indicated by a 
traction coefficient of 0.55 versus a tire-road friction of 0.6.  At 115 psi the maximum 
deceleration is approximately 0.58g.   Considering a speed of approximately 30 mph, the truck 
would have stopped within 52 to 64 ft with properly maintained brakes, depending upon the type 
of brake pedal application. 
 
4.2. THREE-AXLE STRAIGHT TRUCK  
 
The basic analysis concepts are identical to those used for the two-axle truck except for one 
additional axle brake hardware, and the corresponding dynamic axle loads of the second and 
third axle including inter-axle load transfer. 
 
Figure 10 illustrates the basic dimensions and forces for a three-axle straight truck. 
The sprung weight WS and the individual un-sprung weights w2 and w3 of the tandem axles are 
identified in Figure 10.   The dimensions required for the axle load analysis are identified in 
Figure 11 B.  The distance L1 identifies the distance from the front axle to the center-of-gravity 
location of the sprung weight. L1 is, not the distance to the center-of-gravity of the entire weight, 
or sprung plus un-sprung axle weights. The letter hcg identifies the vertical distance between 
ground and center-of-gravity of the sprung 
weight WS excluding the effects of the un-sprung weights of the individual rear axles. 
 
4.2.1. THREE-AXLE TRUCK WITH REAR LEAF SPRINGS 
 
Consider a three-axle dump truck with a leaf springs rear tandem suspension involved in an 
accident.  The truck was empty weighing 28,000 lb.  The accident scene showed a set of left and 
right dual skid marks 105 ft long leading to the rest position of axle #2.  The tire-road friction 
coefficient for the truck tires was 0.65.   No mechanical brake defects were found.   The driver 
stated that he applied the brake pedal until some brake(s) locked without slamming on the 
brakes.  The minimum probable speed at the moment of brake pedal application must be 
determined.   We are not considering brake system response and brake torque buildup times.   
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Input and output data are shown in the DESIGN DATA entitled RUN 5.  As shown in Table 3, 
axle # 2 traction coefficients left and right are equal to the tire-road friction of 0.65 for a brake 
line pressure greater than 15 psi (0.224) and less 25 psi (0.650), indicating axle No. 2 locks up at 
a deceleration between 0.143g and 0.286g (Table 2).  In order to determine the correct lock-up 
pressure of axle #2, use a Starting Brake Line Pressure of 23 psi and a Pressure Interval of 0.1 
psi in the DESIGN DATA.   Inspection of this specialized section in (new) Table 3 would reveal 
that the traction coefficient of axle #2 equals 0.650 when the brake line pressure increases to 23 
psi.  Table 2 would show the associated deceleration of 0.257g for 23 psi.   
 
Using 0.263g and a skidding distance of 105 ft (axle # 2 tires) yields a speed of 28.8 mph at the 
beginning of the skid marks.  If the driver had pushed the brake pedal hard, the deceleration 
would have been 0.65g (115 psi in Table 3) resulting in a speed of 43.1 mph.   Table 3 reveals 
that for a full brake pedal application the lockup sequence is as follows: First lockup - axle# 2 at 
25 psi (23 psi with new analysis), second lockup - axle# 3 at 75 psi (or before), followed by 
axle# 1 at approximately 95 psi.     
 
Inspection of Table 2 reveals zero braking forces for the brakes on axle 2 for brake line pressure 
greater than 75 psi.  The software program has been told to set braking forces equal to an 
extremely small value (one or zero) once the corresponding normal forces calculate negative 
values.  Similarly, in Table 3 the normal forces of the axles achieving negative values are set 
equal to one (and not zero) since dividing by zero in the traction coefficient calculation yields 
infinite numbers.   These conditions normally are only achieved for an empty truck and leaf 
spring tandem suspension with inter-axle load transfer off axle #2.    
 
DYNAMIC AXLE LOADS – LEAF SPRINGS 
 
The equations for computing the normal forces of the three axles are presented in the paragraphs 
that follow.  All parameters are identified in Figures 10 and 11B.  Deceleration is identified by a, 
measured in g-units. 
 
                                        Fz1 = WS – Y1 – Y2 – Y3 ; lb                                                  (10) 
 
                                        Fz2 = Y1 + d1Y2 + w2; lb                                                        (11) 
 
                                        Fz3 = c1Y2 + Y3  + w3 ; lb                                                       (12) 
 
where:                            
 
     c1 = c/(c + d);                   
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4.2.1.  THREE-AXLE TRUCK WITH REAR LEAF SPRINGS 
 
Consider a three-axle dump truck with a leaf springs rear tandem suspension involved in an 
accident.  The truck was empty weighing 28,000 lb.  The accident scene showed a set of left and 
right dual skid marks 105 ft long leading to the rest position of axle #2.  The tire-road friction 
coefficient for the truck tires was 0.65.   No mechanical brake defects were found.   The driver 
stated that he applied the brake pedal until some brake(s) locked without slamming on the 
brakes.  The minimum probable speed at the moment of brake pedal application must be 
determined.   We are not considering brake system response and brake torque buildup times.   
 
Input and output data are shown in RUN 5.  As shown in Table 3, axle # 2 traction coefficient is 
equal to the tire-road friction of 0.65 for a brake line pressure greater than 15 psi (0.224) and less 
25 psi (0.650), indicating axle No. 2 locks up at a deceleration between 0.143g and 0.286g 
(Table 2).  In order to determine the correct lock-up pressure of axle #2, use a Starting Brake 
Line Pressure of 23 psi and a Pressure Interval of 0.1 psi in the Design Data.   Inspection of this 
specialized section in (new) Table 3 reveals that the traction coefficient of axle #2 equals 0.650 
when the brake line pressure increases from 23 psi.  Table 2 shows the associated deceleration of 
0.257g for 23 psi.   
 
Using 0.263g and a skidding distance of 105 ft (axle # 2 tires) yields a speed of 28.8 mph at the 
beginning of the skid marks.  If the driver had pushed the brake pedal hard, the deceleration 
would have been 0.65g resulting a speed of 43.1 mph.   Table 3 reveals that for full brake pedal 
application the lockup sequence is as follows: First axle# 2, second axle# 3 at 75 psi (or before), 
followed by axle# 1 at approximately 95 psi.     
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In the output data of the dynamic axle loads as a function of brake line pressure at the moment of 
brake lockup, that is, when the traction coefficient calculated for a particular brake line pressure 
exceeds the tire-road friction coefficient, the dynamic axle load may assume a slightly erratic 
behavior.  At that moment the software is told to use the previous data point to compute the 
braking force by multiplying normal force by the tire-road friction coefficient, as well as set the 
traction coefficient equal to the tire-road friction coefficient, regardless of brake line pressure.   
Depending upon the amount of increase in brake line pressure iteration, the normal force 
discontinuity will be more pronounced.  During the development of the software we had used 0.5 
and 1 psi pressure interval increase, however, determined that the benefits gained did not warrant 
the long data table printouts.    
 
4.2.2. THREE-AXLE TRUCK WITH WALKING BEAM 
 
The truck data of Section 4.2.1 are used except a walking-beam suspension is used.       
 
Using the free-body diagram of Figure 10, the equations computing the normal forces of axles 1, 
2 and 3 are: 
 
           Fz1 = WS  - Y1; lb                                                                                                (13) 
 
           Fz2  = Y1 + w2 + w3 – Fz3; lb                                                                                (14)  
 
           Fz3  =  (Y1s – X1v1 – (w2 + w3)au1 + w3q)/q; lb                                                   (15)  
 
where: 
 
              X1 = aWS – Fx1; lb 
 
              Y1 = (WSL1 – aWSh1 + X1v1)/L; lb       
 
              q, s, u1 and v1 are suspension dimensions; in.  (Figure 10A). 
 
Although much less likely to have axle three lift off the ground for a walking beam suspension 
then axle two of leaf spring suspensions, software calculations may show negative axle loads for 
axle three.  Any calculations beyond negative normal forces must be ignored.   The two-axle 
truck dynamic load equations are not incorporated in the software of the straight truck with 
walking beam suspension.  If that condition occurs, the normal forces of axle one and two would 
also have to be computed by equations identical to those of leaf springs of axle one and three. 
 
4.2.3. THREE-AXLE TRUCK WITH AIR SPRINGS        
   
The analyses that follow apply to three-axle trucks with two independent rear air spring axles, 
buses with a third tag axle, and any other three-axle vehicles with rear axle designs in which axle 
two and three are independent of each other.  Axles two and three are 
For the case where axle two lifts off the ground, that is, the normal force becomes zero or 
negative, the normal forces of axle one and three are those of a two-axle truck.    
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simply attached to the main truck frame, or chassis in the case of unitized bus body structures, 
without any other linkage communication between them.   Since there is no inter-axle load 
transfer among the rear axle, the weights of the rear axles are included in the entire weight of the 
vehicle. 
 
The normal forces for the three axles are computed by: 
 
               Fz1 = (1 - ψ + χa)W; lb                                                                                    (16) 
 
               Fz2 = W(ψ − χa)(Fz2stat/(Fz2stat + Fz3stat)); lb                                                     (17)            
  
               Fz3 = W(ψ − χa)(Fz3stat/(Fz2stat +Fz3stat)); lb                                                      (18)      
 
where:  
 
               ψ = (Fz2stat. + Fz3stat.)/W 
               χ = h/L 
 
               h = center-of-gravity height of entire vehicle, in. 
 
               L = wheel base, in. (distance from front axle to center of tandem axle)  
 
When the static normal forces of axle #2 and #3 are different, then air spring pressure control 
valves are used to adjust the normal forces to the intended design normal forces.  For example, a 
three-axle interstate bus may have static normal forces front to rear of 17,000 lb, 24,000 lb and 
16,000 lb (tag axle).                   
 
5.0. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The braking analysis presented is the basis for optimizing component selection for the design of 
air brake systems of straight trucks, as well as the investigative tool for the analysis of air brake 
failure including brake adjustment, skid mark interpretation accidents and brake lockup sequence 
involving straight trucks with two or three axles.    The expert will be able to support speed 
calculations through proper engineering analysis.  Guessing at dynamic axle loads as well as 
traction coefficients is eliminated. 
 
Brake temperatures are calculated based upon the mechanical condition including slack adjuster 
travel of the particular truck under investigation.  Defective brakes can be analyzed in terms of 
any geometrical and lining friction defects. 
 
Truck manufacturers can use the analysis to design the brake system to meet certification 
requirements.  
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Not all tandem suspension designs are analyzed in this paper.  PC-BRAKE AIR can easily be 
expanded to handle other suspension geometries, since only the equations for dynamic normal 
forces have to be changed. 
As with any software program and its limitations, the user must always apply the “Does it make 
sense” rule of accident reconstruction and engineering.   In rare cases, an unexpected 
combination of input parameters may cause “strange” answers.  For example, when the software 
calculates a negative axle load, it divides by a negative number in the traction coefficient 
calculations.   However, physics does not allow for negative traction coefficients (unless the 
driver steps on the gas pedal).   In the leaf spring suspension software we have tried to anticipate 
possible “strange” conditions due to axle lift off.   
Readers are encouraged to make changes to the software to further fine tune certain aspects of 
the algorithms used.    
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